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ABSTRACT 
We study the exact rate of convergence of frequencies of digits of"normal" points of a self-similar set. 
Our results have applications to metric number theory. One particular application gives the following 
surprising result: there is an uncountable family ofpairwise disjoint and exceptionally big subsets ofR d 
that do not obey the law of the iterated logarithm. More precisely, we prove that there is an uncountable 
family ofpairwise disjoint and exceptionally big sets of points x in ~d--namely, sets with full Hausdorff 
dimension--for which the rate of convergence of frequencies of digits in the N-adic expansion f x is 
either significantly faster or significantly slower than the typical rate of convergence predicted by the law 
of the iterated logarithm. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Recently there has been an enormous interest in the Hausdorff dimensions of sets 
of numbers (or, more generally, of sets of d-tuples of numbers) defined in terms 
of the asymptotic behaviour of the frequencies of strings of digits in their N-adic 
expansion [2-5,12-15]. The purpose of this paper is to investigate he rate of 
convergence of these frequencies. In particular, we show, rather surprisingly, that 
there are exceptionally big sets of points for which the rate of convergence is
either significantly faster or significantly slower than the typical rate of convergence 
predicted by the law of the iterated logarithm. Specifically, we prove (see Remark 2 
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following Theorem 1) that there is an uncountable family of pairwise disjoint 
sets {L~,,t I 0 < a < 1, t c R}, each with full Hausdorff dimension, such that for 
all 0 < a ~< ½ and all t ~ II~, the rate of convergence of the frequencies of digits 
in the N-adic expansion of points in La,t is significantly faster than the typical 
rate of convergence predicted by the law of the iterated logarithm, and for all 
I < a < 1 and all t c R, the rate of convergence of the frequencies of digits in 
the N-adic expansion of points in L,,t is significantly slower than the typical rate 
of convergence predicted by the law of the iterated logarithm. 
in fact, we study the analogous and significantly more general problem regarding 
the exact rate of convergence of frequencies of digits of"normal" points of a self- 
similar set. 
in Section 1.1 we state and discuss the main results in the special setting of rate 
of convergence of the frequencies of digits in the N-adic expansion of d-tuples 
of real numbers, and in Section 1.2 we state our main result on the exact rate of 
convergence of frequencies of digits of "normal" points of a self-similar set. The 
proofs are given in Sections 2 and 3. 
I . I .  An special case of  the main result: rate of convergence of  normal  
numbers  
For x ~ R, let [x] denote the integer part ofx  and write 
~dn (x) 
( l . I)  x=[x]+ N" 
for the unique non-terminating N-adic expansion of x. For a digit i 6 {0, 1 . . . . .  
N - I } and a positive integer n write 
(i.2) Si(x;n)--I{1 <~j<~n[dj(x)=i}] 
for the number of occurrences of the digit i among the first n of the N-adic digits 
ofx.  
The problem of computing the Hausdorff dimension of various sets of numbers 
Si(x;n) defined in terms of the asymptotic behaviour of the frequencies ----57--- of the 
digits i has a long history going back to Borel's Normal Number Theorem from 
1909. Borel's Normal Number Theorem says that, for Lebesgue almost all x the 
1 frequency of the digit i among the first n digits of x approaches ~ as n ~ ~ for 
all i 6 {0, 1,2 . . . . .  N - 1}, i.e., the set 
(1.3) {x~[O,l] lim $i(x;n)- 1 } 
n N ' 
has full Lebesgue measure; a number x satisfying limn Sitx;m 1 for all i is called 
n - -  N 
base N normal. In particular, this implies that the Hausdorff dimension of the set 
(1.3) of base N normal numbers equals 1, i.e., 
(1.4) dim{x c[0,1]  limGi(x;n~)--1 } N 1, 
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for all i E {0, 1 . . . . .  N - 1}; here, and in the rest of  the paper, dim denotes the 
Hausdorff dimension. 
It is natural to extend this result to a higher dimensional setting. We now 
introduce some notation. Fix a positive integer d. For x = (Xl . . . . .  xa) ~ [0, 1] a and 
an integer i, let 
(1.5) di(x)=(di(xl)  . . . . .  di(xd)), 
i.e., di (x) is the vector consisting of  the ith digits of  the x k 's. For x = (xl . . . . .  Xd) 
[0, 1] d and a vector i c {0, 1 . . . . .  N - 1} d of  N-adic digits and a positive integer n 
write 
(1.6) $i(x; n) = I{1 ~< j <~ n I dj (x) = i}l, 
i.e., Si(x; n) denotes the number of occurrences of  the vector of digits i among the 
first n vectors of  digits in the N-adic expansion of  the x~'s. Following Maxfield [ 10] 
we will say that a vector x ~ [0, 1] d is base N normal if  the limiting frequencies 
lima Si~ ;n------2 exist for all i c {0, 1 . . . .  N - 1} d and equals 1 , ~a-. In fact, already in 
1914 Hardy and Littlewood [7] extended Borel's Normal Number Theorem to the 
higher dimensional case, and proved that Lebesgue almost all x 6 [0, 1] d are base 
N normal; in particular, this implies that 
(1.7) dim{xE[O, 1]dllinm Si(x;n) 1 } ----£--- - -  Nd  =d,  
for all i ~ {0, 1 . . . . .  N - 1 }d. 
In this paper we perform a detailed investigation of  the rate of  convergence of  
the frequencies Si(x;n-----2). We show that for a very general class of  functions ¢p:N --+ 
[0, cx~) (including all power functions ~o(n) = n a with 0 < a < 1) the set of  points 
x 6 [0, 1] d for which the exact rate of  convergence of  ~ equals ~p(n), i.e., the 
set 
{xE[O, 1]dl S i (x ;n ) -n /Nd  
~o(n ) 
has full Hausdorff dimension. 
Theorem 1. Let t ~ •, and let ~o : N ~ [0, cx~) be an increasing function satisfying 
the following four conditions. 
(1 )  ,p(n)  - ~o(n - 1) ~ 0, 
(2) For all k ~ I~I we have 
1 
~ ¢(nk) - ~" 
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(3) For all k ~ N we have 
~o(nk) - {p(nk - 1)
{p(nk) 2 
<oo. 
(4) For all k E I~t we have 
~o(nk) 
lira sup 
n ~o((n - 1)k) 
<oo. 
Then 
dim{xE[O, lld S i (x ;n ) -n /Nd  } --+ t =d. 
qg(n) 
Remark 1. We now list some examples of  functions {p : 1~ --+ [0, ~)  satisfying the 
conditions in Theorem 1. 
• Power functions qg(n) = n" with 0 < a < 1. 
• The iterated logarithm function ~o(n) = ~/2n log log n. 
Remark 2. We note that it follows from the law of  the iterated logarithm that for 
Lebesgue almost all x, we have 
(1.8) Si(x; n )n  N al ~ ~/21og_logn 
(here ~ means that the limit superior as n --+ o<~ of  the absolute value of  the ratio 
between the left-hand side and the right-hand side of  (1.8) equals 1). Now, for 0 < 
a < 1 and t 6 • write 
Lat={xE[O, l ]  d S i (x ;n ) -n /Nd  } 
- - ->t  . 
' n a 
It follows from Theorem 1 that dim La,t = d for all a and t. Also, for all x 6 L~,t 
we have, 
Si(x; n) 1 t 
(1.9) Na ~ -  
n n 1 -a  " 
1 and t c R, then the frequencies Comparing (1.8) and (1.9) shows that i f0  < a ~< 
$i(x;n) of  the points x 6 La,t converges ignificantly faster than the typical rate 
n 
predicted by the law of  the iterated logarithm, and if  ½ < a < 1 and t 6 R, 
then the frequencies Si(x;n------2 of the points x c La,t converges ignificantly slower 
than the typical rate predicted by the law of  the iterated logarithm. There are 
thus exceptionally big sets of  points for which the rate of  convergence is either 
significantly faster or significantly slower than the typical rate of convergence. 
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Remark 3. The proof  of Theorem 1 in given in Section 3 and follows immediately 
from the more general Theorem 2 in Section 1.2 on the rate of  convergence of  
frequencies of  digits o f"normal"  points of  a self-similar set. 
1.2. The main result: rate of convergence of normal points in self-similar sets 
In fact we prove a significantly more general result regarding the rate of  convergence 
of  "normal" points of  a self-similar set. The notion of  "normal" points of  a self- 
similar set was introduced in [11,14]. 
Let E be a finite set, and let Si : R a -~ ~d for i ~ E be contracting similarities. For 
each i, we denote the Lipschitz constant of  Si by ri E (0, 1). Let K be the self-similar 
set associated with the list (Si)i,  i.e., K is the unique non-empty compact subset 
o f~ a such that 
K = U Si (K),  
i 
cf. [8]. We will assume that the list (Si)i satisfies the Open Set Condition (OSC), 
i.e., there exists an open non-empty and bounded subset U o f  IR d with Ui  Si U C U 
and Si U N Sj U = 0 for all i, j with i ~ j .  Since the OSC is satisfied, the Hausdorff  
dimension, 
s = dim K, 
of K equals the unique real number s such that 
)--~r~ = t, 
i 
cf. [6] or [8]. 
The set K has a natural "symbolic representation" which will be used in the 
statement of  the main result below. For a positive integer n, let ]~n denote the family 
of  all finite strings 6o = il . . .  in of  length n with entries i j  E G. Also, let E r~ denote 
the family of  all infinite strings 6o = i~i2. . ,  with entries i j  C ~2. For co = i l i 2 . . .  
E N and a positive integer n, let coin = il . . .  in denote the truncation o fw to the nth 
place. Finally, for co = i t . . .  i~ 6 E n, we write So) = Sil o . . .  o Si, and K~o = S~oK. 
Define zr : l~ N - ,  R a by 
{~r(6o)} =nKo~,n. 
n 
It is well known that 7r(E N) --- K, i.e., the map re gives a "symbolic representation" 
of  K. 
For i E E and 6o = il . . .  in E E N, write 
Si(6o) = I{1 <~ k <~ n l ik = i}  I, 
i.e., $i (w) gives the number of  occurrences of  the digit i in the string 6o. I f  E = 
in x i for all i ~ E, then K = [0, 1] and ~n {0, 1 . . . . .  N - 1} and Si(x)  = ff  + -~ 
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represents the base N expansion of x = zr(co) for co = i l i2.. .  • ~C. Hence, in this 
case x = rr(co) • K ---- [0, 1] is normal (with respect o base N) if  and only if the 
1 for all i, cf. [9]. Motivated by this, we say that limit lim~ s~(~ol~) exists and equals n 
a point x = rr(co) is (Si)i-normal if the limit lim~ ~ exists and equals ri ~ for 
x i for all i, then the all i. We observe that i fZ  = {0, 1 . . . . .  N - 1} and Si(x) = -~ -I- -fl 
notion of  (Si)i-normality agrees with the usual notion of  normality (with respect o 
base N), since in this case we have r: ~ 1 It is easy to see that if K satisfies the 
OSC, then a result analogous to Borel's Normal Number Theorem holds, namely, 
the set of (Si)i-normal points of K, i.e., the set 
7r {co • EH Si (coln)_n * r,,"} 
has full s-dimensional Hausdorff measure. Indeed, let ~. be the probability mea- 
= oo (Y~i riY&) where 3i denotes the Dirac measure sure on 5; defined by ~. X ,,=1 
concentrated at i, and put A = A o zr- I .  It follows immediately from the ergodic 
theorem that limn s,(,ol,,/ _ r~ for ~.-a.a. co • E, and since A and the s-dimensional ?/ l 
Hausdorffmeasure 7-/'~ are proportional (cf. [8]), this implies that 7-t'-a.a. x • K are 
(&)i-normal. In particular, this implies that 
dimTlff {o) • ~ Si (°)ln) s} 
- -  ~. r i = d im K .  
n 
The main result says that for functions tp : H ---> [0, c~) satisfying the conditions in 
Theorem 1 the set of points 7r(w) • K for which the exact rate of  convergence of  
s¢o4,) equals ~0(n), i.e., the set n 
7r{ co•EN Si(wln)-ri~n } 
in many cases has full Hausdorffdimension. 
Theorem 2.  Let t • R, let ~p : H --+ [0, oc) be an increasing function satisfying the 
following four conditions. 
(1 )  ~0(n) - ¢p(n - 1) ---> 0. 
(2) For all k • H we have 
1 
E ~o(nk) - c~. 
(3) For all k • H we have 
E ~o(nk) - ~o(nk - 1) 
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(4) For all k • N we have 
~o(nk ) 
lim sup 
~o((n - l ) k )  
<00.  
rmax = max/ri and rmin = mini ri. Let c = logrmax and A = logl2l _ l~gr~aL If Write 
log rmi n log rmi n g " 
the OSC is satisfied and r s is rational, then 
c (d imK-A)<~dimJ r{c°•ZNI  S i (w ln ) - r sn  } ----> t ~< dim K. 
~o(n) 
Obviously it is very unsatisfactory that we have to assume that r s is rational. 
Unfortunately, this condition appears to be needed in the proof of Theorem 2 in 
order to prove that the series Y~j zj in (3.11) converges absolutely. However, we 
believe that the result in Theorem 2 is valid even if r s is not rational and make the 
following conjecture. 
Conjecture 3. The result in Theorem 2 is valid even if  r s is not rational. 
We see that if rrnin < rmax, then Theorem 2 only provides lower and upper bounds 
Si (oJln)-rSn 
for the Hausdorff dimension of the set :r{w • E ~ I ~o(,,) --> t}. We wonder if 
these bounds are the best possible. 
Question 4. Are the bounds for the Hausdorff dimension of the set ~r{co e ZN L 
Si (~oln)-rSn 
~(n) ~ t} in Theorem 2 the best possible? 
Theorem 2 concerns the rate of convergence of the frequency of one particular 
digit i. We believe that a similar result holds for the rate of convergence of all digits 
simultaneously. 
Conjecture 5. Using notation as in Theorem 2, we have 
c(dimK - A) ~< dim~r [w • E I~ Si(wln)_~_(n_)- r[n 
~< dim K. 
--+ t for all i • E} 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 2. A PRELIMINARY RESULT 
In this and the next section we prove Theorem 2. In this section we prove an auxil- 
iary result, viz. Proposition 2.3, and in the next section we apply Proposition 2.3 
to prove Theorem 2. Therefore, let E be a finite set and let Si:R d --+ N d for 
i c Z be contracting similarities. For each i, we denote the Lipschitz constant of 
Si by ri E (0, 1) ,  and we denote the self-similar set associated with the list (Si)i by 
K, i.e., (cf. Section 1.2) K is the unique non-empty compact subset of R d such 
that K = Ui Si(K). For a positive integer n, recall that E n denotes the family 
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of  all strings co = i~ ...  in of  length n with entries i j  E ~2. Also, let E* = Un En 
denote the family of  all finite strings co = ii ... i,, with entries ij E ~2, and recall 
that E N denotes the family of  all infinite strings co = i l i2 . . ,  with entries ij E Z.  I f  
co = il . . . in E ~]n is a string of  length n, we will write Ico[ = n. I f  co = i l i2 . . .  E E N 
and n is a positive integer, then we will write coin = il . . .  in. Also, for a finite string 
co ~ E*, the cylinder [co] generated by co is defined by 
[co] = {~r ~ ~:N Io'ln : co} .  
For co = il . . . in  E ]~*, we write r<o = ri I . . . r i ,  and S,,, = Si~ o ...  o Si,, and K,, = 
S<oK. Next, recall that we define :r : E r~ --+ l~ d by 
I - ( co ) i  : N"<o, , ,  - 
n 
Also, define rrk" (E~) k ---> K k by 
(2.1) Zrk(co) = (~r(col) . . . . .  ~r(cok)) 
for co = (col . . . . .  cok) 6 (Er~) k. We will always equip K k with the supremum metric. 
Finally, we define Tk : E r~ ~ (Er~) k by 
(2.2) Tk(co) : (Tklco . . . . .  Tkkco) 
= ( i l  i k+ l /2k+l  . . . .  i z ik+2i2k+2 . . . . . . . .  ik ik+ki2k+k . . . ) ,  
for co = i l i2. . ,  c I] r~. 
Lemma 2.1. Let c = iogrm~x There exists C > 0 such that 
log rmi n " 
C -~ (diamsr[co]) ~~< diamsrkTk[co] <<. C(diamsr[co]) c~ 
for  all o9 ~ E*. 
Proof. Write D = diam K and let co = i i ... in 6 E*. We may write the length n 
of  co as Icol = n = ok + w for o, w ~ N with 0 ~< w < k. For j = 1 . . . . .  k put dj = 
r i j ik+j  i2k+j...i(v- !)k+j " We clearly have 
(2.3) Drmin supdj ~< diamsrkTk[co] <<. Drmax supdj, 
J J 
k k Drmindl""  dk <<. diam Jr [co] ~< Drmaxdl . . .  dk. 
A-rkv  Next, observe that logdj <~ log rVax  = v log rmax and that logdl ..-dk >1 lu~ rain = 
log dj v log rmax 
kv logrmin, whence logd~...dk <<" kvlogrmin = C1 for all j .  This implies that 
(2.4) d l . . .dk  <~ (supdj )  k <~ (dr . . .dk )  e. 
J 
The desired result follows easily from (2.3) and (2.4). [] 
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The next lemma is a standard result due to Hutchinson [8]. 
Lemma 2.2. Let r, ¢1, C2 > 0, and let (Vi)i be a family of open disjoint subsets 
of  R d such that Vi contains a ball of radius clr and is contained in a ball of  
radius c2r. Then 
I{ i [ ~ii fq B(x,r)  5~O} I <~ (l-q- 2c._______~2 ~ cl 
\ Cl / 
for all x E ~d. 
The next proposition is inspired by a result by Beyer [ 1, Lemma 2]. 
logrmax and A = Proposition 2.3. Assume that the OSC is satisfied. Let c = logrmin 
log !Z I __ log I Z I For all F c ~ r~ we have 
log rmi n log rmax" 
1 1 
c= X dim:rkTkF ~< dimzrF ~< ~ dim:rkTkF + A. 
Proof. Since the OSC is satisfied there exists an open, non-empty and bounded set 
U ___ I~ d such that Ui SiU C__ U and SiU N SjU = 0 for all i # j .  For o9 6 E* write 
So~U = U,o. Since U is open, non-empty and bounded, U contains in a ball o f  radius 
/91 > 0 and U is contained in a ball of  radius P2. For x E R d and s > 0, write 
Fl(x, s) : {09 ~ E* I r~o ~< s < r~o[Iwl-1, ~ f) B(x, s) ~ 0}. 
Fix w E Fl(x, s). Since U~o contains a ball o f  radius rwpl and ro, >1 rco[[w[-lrmin 
srmin,  we conclude that U~o contains a ball of  radius srminPl. Moreover, since the 
set U~o is contained in a ball of  radius r~op2 and roj ~< s, we conclude that U~ is 
contained in a ball of  radius sp2. It therefore follows from Lemma 2.2 that 
1 +2p2~ d 
- - - - -  ~ :  C 0 (2 .5)  [n(x,s)[ ~ \ rrninPl ,/ 
for all x e/ IU and s > 0. 
Next, we introduce some notation. For B, t > O, we let 7-[ I and 7-/t denote the 
~-approximative t-dimensional Hausdorffmeasure and the t-dimensional Hausdorff  
measure, respectively. The reader is referred to [6] for the definitions of  T-/~ and Hr. 
Also, let C denote the constant in Lemma 2.1. 
Part 1: We first prove that c~ dimzrkTkF ~< dimrrF.  Let e, ~ > O. Since 
dimrr F+e _ r ,~  7-[ 6 (n , )  = 0, we can choose a covering (gi)i of  zrF such that Si :-~- 
diam Ei <~ 8 for all i, and 
(2.6) Z sdimzrI'+e ~< 1. 
i 
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For each i we choose xi ~ Ei. Now observe that 
(2.7) F c U U [w]. 
i oEll(xi,si) 
Indeed, let a ~ I'. Hence rr~r ~ rrF c_ Ui Ei ~ Ui  O(xi'  si)' and we can thus find j 
such that 7rcr ~ B(xj, s j). Now choose the unique positive integer m with r~l,, <~ 
sj < retire-I, and put r = ralm. We claim that r ~ FI(xj,sj). It is obvious that r~ ~< 
sj < rrllrl-I, and since K,~ c_ U,o for all co E IE* (cf. [8]), we have rr~r E st[r] C 
Kr CUr ,  whence Jrcr ~ U~ C3 B(xj, sj). This shows that r E FI(xj, sj), and so cr 
IT] ~_. UO,EFI(Xj,S))[CO] C Ui  UwEVl(xi.si )[0)]" This proves (2.7). 
It follows from (2.7) that 
(2.8) _c [._J [._J  krklcol. 
i wEl-l(xisi) 
Also, for each i and all ~o E Fl(xi, si), Lemma 2.1 shows that 
diam sr~ Tk [co] ~< C (diam Jr [w]) '~ <~ C (r,o diam K)" ~ 
c 1 
(2.9) << clsi t 
C I 
(2.10) ~< cl6 ~, 
where cl ~ C(diam K)¢~. Writing t = },k(dimrrF + E), we now conclude from 
(2.8)-(2.10) that 
t~.~ 
~t  (zr~T~F) ~< y~ ~ (diam:rkTk[co]) t <~c, y~ Z si 
cl3C¼ i ~oEFl(xi,si) i (oEFI(xi,si) 
tc~ 
<~. C I Z I [ ' [ (X i ,S i )S ;  c~ ~CoC l ? .S i 
i i 
=C0Cl Z sdimrrl-'+e ~ CoCI" 
i 
Letting, 6 "N 0 gives 7-[t(zrkTkF) ~ cocl, whence dimsrkTk r ~< t = },k(dimsrF +~) 
for all e > 0. Finally, letting e "a 0 gives the desired result. 
Part 2: Next we prove that dimrrF ~< ~ dimzrkTkI" + A. Let e, ~ > 0. Since 
7~dim:rkTkF+S,'_ ~ r,', 8 t~tk~k~) = 0, we can choose a covering (Ei) i of YrkTk I~ such that 
si := diamEi ~< 3 for all i, and 
dim~rk Tk F +e (2.11) 2__ si 
i 
For each i we choose xi c El. The set B(xi, si) is a ball in (Rd) k equipped with 
the supremum metric, whence B(xi, si) ~--- X j=!k B(xij, si) for xij ~ IRa. We now 
introduce some notation. For two finite strings w, p ~ 2* with [co I ~ I~rl, we will 
write co < p i f  p begins with the string co, i.e., if there exists a finite string r such 
that p = cot. Observe that 
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(2.12) U U 
i WlErI(xil,Si) Wl4Pl=Jll...Jlm 
wkEFl(xik,Si) mk4Pk=Jll...Jkm 
where m =maxj Iwjl 
[ J l l . . . j k l . . . j lm . . . jkm].  
We will now prove (2.12)• Let a 6 F. Then 
T 
(JrTkjCY)j =JrkTk dr EJrkTk I~ cUE i  cUB(xi ,s i )~- u X B(xi j  'Si) '  
i i i j= l  
and we can thus find i such that (JrTkja)) c xk j= lB(X i j , s i ) ,  whence rrTkja 
B(x i j , s i )  for all j . Next choose integers ml . . . . .  mk with r(Tkja)lm j <~ Si < 
r(Tkja)lmj-1 and put rj ----- (Tk ja) lmj .  An argument similar to the argument in the 
proof of(2.7) shows that rj c l-[(xij, si). We now clearly have 
ac U 
rl "<Pl =Jl 1...Jlm 
"Ok "<Pk=Jl 1 ...Jkm 
where m=maxj Irjl 
U 
¢Ol E[l(xil ,si) 
O)kErl(xik,Si) 
[ j l l . . . j k l . . . j lm . . . j km]  
U 
o91-<pl=Jll...Jlm 
(.Ok -<Pk =Jl 1...Jkm 
where m=maxj ]wjl 
[ j l l . . .  j~ l . . ,  j lm . .. jkm]. 
This proves (2.12). 
It follows from (2.12) that 
(2.13) Jrr ___ U U 
i ~OlEgI(xil,Si) 
O)k EI'l (Xik ,Si ) 
U 
o)1 -<Pl =Jl 1...Jlm 
Wk"<Pk=Jl 1...Jkm 
where m=maxj Imj I 
J r [ j l l . . . j k l . . . j lm. . .  jkm]. 
Also, for all wl ~ H (xil , si ) . . . . .  Wk ~ Vl (xik , si ) and all ,ol = ju  . . .  j im . . . . .  Pk = 
j l l  . . .  Jkm E ~m with ~oj -< pj where m = maxj [~oj[, Lemma 2.1 shows that 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
. k 
d iam Jr [ ju  . . .  j k l . .  • j im. . ,  jkm] <~ C(diamjrk Tk[jl l  .. . jkl . . .  j im. . .  Jkm]) 
= C(d iam( j r [p l ]  x . . .  x Jr[Pk]))k 
~< C(diam K) k sup r~j 
J 
<~ c2ski 
<<. c2~ k 
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where c2 = C (diam K) k. Writing t = ~ (dim Jrk Tk F + e) + A, we now conclude from 
(2.13)-(2.15) that 
i wlErl(Xil,Si) Wl~Pl=Jl l . . . j l  m 
wkEl-l(Xik,Si) wk<Pk=Jll ...Jkm 
where m=maxj  Iwj] 
(2.16) ~<c2E E E 
i wl~l'](Xil,Si) Wl ~:Pl =Jll...Jlm 
O)k~Fl(Xik,Si) Wk-<Pk=Jll,..Jkm 
where m=maxj  [wjl 
(diam Jr [ ju . . .  jk l . . .  Jim... jkm ])t 
s/k'" 
If  co c Fl(x, s), then - lal Iol-1 logs rmi n ~< r~r ~< s < rcqla[-1 ~< rmax , whence ~< Io-I ~< log rmi n 
log____ s _s + 1 This implies that, if  o91 6 H (Xil, si), cokc Fl (xik, si), then 
log rmax . . . .  ' 
(2•17) E 
~°1 -<Pl =J l  1...Jim 
log s i log s i 
1 ~< (N~+I -~)  k = Nks~ -kA. 
Wk ~Pk =Jl l...Jkm 
where m=maxj  [~ojl 
Combining (2.16) and (2.17) yields 
i WlEFI(Xil,$i) 
wkErI(xik,Si) 
<~ c2Nk E II-I(xil'Si)l "'" IPt(xik'si)lski ''-zx) 
i 
ckc2Nk E k ( t -A )  k , , k  ~ dimJrkTkF+e = CoC2lV ~.,tSi  ~ c~c2N k. 
i i 
Letting, 3 ",~ 0 gives 7-/t (zrF) ~< c~c2N k, whence dimrr F ~< t = ¼ (dimrrkTkF + e) + 
A for all e > 0. Finally, letting e "N 0 gives the desired result• [] 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
In this section we apply Proposition 2.3 to prove Theorem 2. Therefore, fix t 6 R 
and i ~ E, and assume that r s is rational. Since r{ is assumed to be rational, we may 
choose positive integers p and q with p ~< q such that 
s P (3.1) r i = - - .  
q 
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Let ~0:N-+ [0, ~x~) be a function satisfying the conditions in Theorem 1. For 
notational convenience we put 99(0) = O. We now introduce some notation. Put 
(3.2) L = to e E N lira ~o(n) 
(Recall that ifo) = il . . .  in ~ E n, then $i (~o) = I{1 ~< k ~< n I i~ = i}1.) Next, for each 
positive integer n, define En : EN _+ R by 
~n(CO)=(p-~-~(l[i](sn-log) ' Pn-t(~o(n)-~p(n-1),q (3.3) 
and put 
(3.4) I z  onverges / 
n 
We will now use Kronecker's lemma to conclude that A c L. We first state 
Kronecker's lemma. 
Kronecker ' s  lemma.  Let (an)n be a sequence ofpositive real numbers with 
an ,'7 O0 and let (Xn)n be a sequence of real numbers such that the series ~_,nxn 
is convergent. Then 
1 n 
- -  ~ .  amXm --> O. 
an m=l  
Observe that 
1 ~ Si(wln)-~q n
qg(n) m=l ¢p(m) ,Era (co) = ~0(n) t. 
It follows from this observation and Kronecker's lemma that 
(3.5) A c_g_ L. 
Hence, in order to prove Theorem 2 it suffices to prove that 
c(dim K - A) <~ dim A. 
We will prove this inequality below. However, first we state and prove three technical 
lemmas. For a positive integer k let 
(3.6) Fk = {O) E ~kq I Si (o9) = kp}, 
Zk = {o91o)2... ~ ~r~ I ogj ~ z~}. 
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Lemma 3.1. Fix u_ c [ -1 ,0 )  and u+ e (0, 1]. Let (Xn)n be a sequence o f  real 
numbers with Xn > O for  all n, and assume that Xn --+ O, and that ~n Xn = CX~. Let 
(Yn)n be a sequence o f  real numbers and assume that y-'¢ --+ O. Then there exists a 
Xn 
sequence (bin) n with un ~ {u_, u+ } for  all n, such that 
Z (UnXn+yn)=O.  
n 
Proof. This result follows by standard arguments and the proof is therefore 
omitted. [] 
Lemma 3.2. There exists ~o ¢ E r~ such that 
TkZ~ x {col c T~+l A. 
(Recall that the map Tk : E r~ ~ (Er~) k is defined in (2.2).) 
Proof. Put Q = kq + 1. For a positive integer n write 
1 
(3.7) Xn ~o(nQ)' 
(n - l )Q+kq+l  
V"  ~o(l) - ~o(l - 1) 
yn ~ t Z.., ~o(t) 
I=(n l )Q+l  
We will now apply Lemma 3.1 to the sequences (xn)n and (Yn),,. Observe that 
~-~-n xn = oo. Also, observe that lY"I ~< Itl max(n-l)Q+l<~l<(n-l)Q+kq+l ( o ( I )  - -  ~o( l  - -  
Xrt 
~0(nQ) --~ 0. It follows from these observations and Lemma 3.1 that there 1)) ~o((n-1)Q) 
exists a sequence (un)n with un 6 {1 - pq, -q~} such that 
(3.8) Z(unxn+yn)=O.  
n 
Now, define 09 = ir i2...  ~ Z r~ as follows. Next, pick any i* in E with i # i* and 
put in = i if un = 1 - P, and put in = i* if un = -P .  Observe that this definition 
implies that un = ~i,in -- p (here ~i,j  denotes the Kronecker delta, i.e., ~i,j = 1 if 
i = j ,  and ~i,j -= 0 i f /#  j). We now claim that TkZk x {09} ~ Tk+lA. Indeed, let 
a E TkZk x {09}. Hence, there exists COl, 092 . . . .  C Fk such that a = (Tk (091 c02...), 09). 
Put 
)~ = c01i1092i2093i  . . .  E ]~I~. 
We will now prove that k E A and that a = T~+~)~. It is clear that Tk+l~.  = t7. It 
therefore suffices to show that )~ 6 A. We will now prove that )~ E A. 
For a positive integer n write 
Zn ~ 
(n-- 1) Q+kq 
Z 
l=(n -1)Q+l  
1 
~o( l ) ( l [ i ] (S l -1 )o -P )  • 
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For each n 6 N, there exists unique integers v ---- v~ and w = w~ with 0 ~< w~ < Q 
such that n = Vn Q + wn. Hence for each n e N we have 
(3.9) ~-~ Em()~)-~- m~l -~-  l ( l [ i l (Sm-1)~)-  p 
m=l  = 
=Ev (J-1)Q+kq+l 1 (X [ i ] ( s - l l ) -P - t (g° ( l ) -qg( l -1 ) ) )E  ~o(l) q 
j= l  l=(j-1)Q+l 
+ ~ ~ l t i ] (s~- l~.)  - q - t(~o(l) - ~o(t - 
l=vQ+l 
=~-~( ( J - l~+kq 1 ( l [ i ] (s l -1)~)_P)  
j= l  Xl=(j-1)Q+l ~o(1) 
(j-1)Q+kq+l ) 
1 ( p )  ~o(l) - ~0(1 - 1) 
l=(j-t)O+l 
+ ~ ~ l [ i ] ( s~- l z )  - - - t (¢ (1~ - eq  - 
l=vQ+l q 
= E(Z j  -t'- UjXj -'[- yj) 
j= l  
+ E l [ i ] (s l - i l )  - q - t(go(l) - ~o(l - . 
1-~vQ+ l 
Next, we see that 
(3.10) sup l [ i ] (s l - l l )  -- -- t(~o(1) -- go(l -- 1)) 
~ ( -~ l+-+l t lC0q  40  asn- -+oe,  
where co = suPn(go(n) - ~o(n - 1)) < cx), 
We will now prove that the series E j  Zj converges absolutely, 
(3.11) ~lz j l  < ~.  
J 
Wri te  o)j = i j, 1 .. • i j,k. First notice that 
(3.12) (q ) l  1 1 Zj = 
- -  ~o(j Q + l) q ~o(j Q + l) " l=l ..... kq l= l  ..... kq 
ij,l=i ij,l~i 
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I f (1 - q~) ~'~/=1 ..... kq 1 ~o(jQ+l) ~ £q E/=1 ..... kq 1 then it follows from (3.12) ~o(j Q+l) , ij,l=i ij,l~i 
and the fact that O)j C Fk, that 
(1 -  P )  1 p ~ 
Z ~o(jQ+l) q Izjl= 
l=l,...,kq 1=1 ..... kq 
ij,l=i ij,l~i 
qg(j Q + l) 
Z ~o(jQ + 1) q ~o(jO+k) 
~< 
1=1 ..... kq /=1 ..... kq 
ij,l=i ij,l~i 
=kp( l -P )  1 _ (kq_  p 1 
~o(jQ + l) kp)q ~o(jQ + k) 
kp( l  - P] ~o(jQ + k) - ~o(jQ + 1) 
\ 
then a similarly argument I f  / '  Z I= I  ..... kq 1 1 q ~o(jQ+l) ~ (I - q~)~-~t--) ..... kq ~p(jQ+I)' 
ij,l¢i tj,l=i 
shows that 
[z jl <~ kp(1 - P ~ ~o(j Q___+_k ) -  ~o(j_Q__+_l ) 
q ] ~o(j Q + k )~o(j Q + l ) " 
Hence, 
• ~o(j Q)2 < ¢~ 
J 
This proves (3.11). 
Finally, combining (3.8)-(3.11) shows that the series Y~m= ~m ()Q converges, i.e., 
AcA .  [] 
Propos i t ion  3.3. We have 
dim Jr Zk --+ dim K. 
Proof. It is clear that rr Zk is the self-similar set corresponding to the following list 
of similarities (S~o)~oeFk. Since the list (So~)~oerk satisfies the OSC, we therefore 
conclude that the Hausdorff dimension sk = dim Jr Zk of rr Zk is determined by 
~o, erk rsk = 1, cf. [6]. It follows from this that 
(qk)rskrS~P (qk)rs.kkp ( ~ rSk] qlc-pk 1= ZrSk= Z \pk,] a i = k z ~ j • 
c°EI'k aE(E\{i})qk-p k \P  /] ~" j6Z\{i} "] 
Using Stirling's formula and the fact that q£ = r s, this implies that 
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(3.13) rSlogr:k+(1--rS)log( Z r~ k) 
\ jEE \{ i}  
_--PlogrSk-k-q--Plog( ~ r~ k) 
q q " jE~\{i} " 
l°g (q~) - log  q + q-P  l og (  q -  1) 
-- qk + p ~ x,p 
= r s logr s + (1 - r[) log(1 - r]). 
s x Next, define f : IR  --+ R by f(x) = r [ logr x + (1 - r i ) log(~je~\{i} rj ). Using the 
fact that the Hausdorff dimension s = dim K of K is determined by ~ j  r~ (cf. 
Section 1.2), it is easily seen that (3.13) can then be rewritten as 
(3.14) f(Sk) ~ f(s). 
Finally, we observe that f'(x) < 0 for all x. This implies that f is decreasing. Since 
f is continuous and decreasing, we now conclude from (3.14) that Sk --+ s. [] 
We can now prove Theorem 2. 
Proof  of Theorem 2. Fix a positive integer k. By Lemma 3.2 we can choose 
co e E r~ such that TkZk × {co} C Tk+IA. Using Proposition 2.3 and (3.5) we now 
conclude that 
1 
dimK ~> d im~L ~> dimTrA ~> c-~--~dimTrk+lTk+lA 
1 1 
× {co}) ---= dimzrkTkZk Ck + i dimTrk+l (TkZk C k q- i 
k c~-~(dimzr Zk -- A). 
Letting k tend to infinity and using Proposition 3.3 gives the desired result. [] 
P roof  of Theorem 1. Theorem 1 follows immediately from Theorem 2 by con- 
sidering the case where E = {0, 1 . . . . .  N - l} a and where Si: [0, 1] a -+ [0, 1] a is 
defined by S|(x) = x+i for i e I~. [] T 
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